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A B S T R A C T

Stress reactivity is a complex phenomenon associated to multiple and multimodal expressions. Response to
stressors has an obvious survival function and may be seen as an internal regulation to adapt to threat or danger.
The intensity of this internal response can be assessed as the self-perception of the stress response. In species with
social organization, this response also serves a communicative function, so-called hetero-perception. Our study
presents multimodal stress detection assessment - a new methodology combining behavioral imaging and
physiological monitoring for analyzing stress from these two perspectives. The system is based on automatic
extraction of 39 behavioral (2D + 3D video recording) and 62 physiological (Nexus-10 recording) features
during a socially evaluated mental arithmetic test. The analysis with machine learning techniques for automatic
classification using Support Vector Machine (SVM) show that self-perception and hetero-perception of social
stress are both close but different phenomena: self-perception was significantly correlated with hetero-percep-
tion but significantly differed from it. Also, assessing stress with SVM through multimodality gave excellent
classification results (F1 score values: 0.9 ± 0.012 for hetero-perception and 0.87 ± 0.021 for self-percep-
tion). In the best selected feature subsets, we found some common behavioral and physiological features that
allow classification of both self- and hetero-perceived stress. However, we also found the contributing features
for automatic classifications had opposite distributions: self-perception classification was mainly based on
physiological features and hetero-perception was mainly based on behavioral features.

1. Introduction

Stress can be approached by a wide range of scientific fields, de-
pending on whether one refers to its definition (Koolhaas et al. 2011),
its developmental and evolutionary function (Del Giudice et al., 2011),
the contribution of genetic or environmental factors to explain species
or individual variation (Laland et al. 2014; Wray et al., 2014), or the
way it can be measured (Lutchyn et al. 2015). A narrow definition of
stress describes these complex phenomena as “a condition where an
environmental demand exceeds the natural regulatory capacities of an
organism, in particular in situations that include unpredictability and
uncontrollability” (Koolhaas et al. 2011). Despite the width of this field
of research, some points seem consensual. (i) The stress response system
participates to species survival and individual adaptation and implies

immediate changes both on neurobiological and behavioral levels. (ii)
Biological response relates to changes in the hypothalamo-pituitary-
adrenal (HPA) pathway and the autonomic nervous system (ANS) that
encode numerous short and long-term cascades (Szabo et al. 2012). (iii)
Stress appears to have 3 main biological functions: it coordinates the
organism's allostatic response to external and internal challenges both
physical and psychosocial; it encodes, filters and reduces information
about the organism's environment; it regulates, at both short and long
term time scales, the physiology and behavior of a large range of social
interaction areas (e.g. parenting, risk taking behavior in social context,
coping behavior, reproduction, affiliation) (Del Giudice et al., 2011).

Functional convergence is a widespread phenomenon in evolution,
revealing sometimes striking functional similarities between very dis-
tant species. In all species, stress is an internal mechanism to adapt to
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danger and may induce individual behavioral reaction. In animals with
social interaction, reaction to stress is also associated with inter in-
dividual communication. For examples, distress from pups' early se-
paration is revealed in rodents by using ultrasounds (Nagasawa et al.
2012). Alarm calls asking for protection or promoting protection of
others exist in Velvet monkeys using different type of vocalization de-
pending on the threat (Seyfarth et al. 1980). In humans at early stages
of development, before the acquisition of mobility, infants seem to re-
sort specifically to audio modality to inform their caregiver of their
needs (e.g. infant manifests from separation by crying and caregivers
seems to be specifically receptive to infant crying in hominins; Falk
2004). This “alarm call function” has been widely studied in child de-
velopment literature (e.g. Soltis 2004; Weisman et al., 2015) and the
parenting literature (e.g. Feldman 2015; Piallini et al. 2015). Therefore,
from a systemic perspective, stress may be studied in humans, asso-
ciating an internal view (self-perception) and an external/interactive
view (hetero-perception, Fig. 1).

The key role of multimodality in affect detection is supported by a
large body of literature in affective computing (see the survey of
Sharma and Gedeon, 2012 and the review of D'Mello and Kory 2015). In
terms of paradigms, the current methods support the emerging concept
of behavior imaging and affective computing that aims at assessing
affect and emotion through automatic and multimodal methods (Rehg
et al. 2014; Leclère et al. 2016; Greene et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2016).
In psychiatry, applications have been developed for measuring de-
pression (Joshi et al. 2013; Girard et al. 2014), anxiety (Hamilton 1959;
Scherer et al. 2014), or autism (Rehg et al. 2014). Combined with
method assessing interaction and synchrony (Delaherche et al. 2012;
Leclère et al., 2014), applications have been proposed to assess patient-
therapist during psychotherapies (Ramseyer and Tschacher 2014), in-
fant-mother early interaction when one of the partner is dysfunctional
be it the child (e.g. infants developing autism) (Saint-Georges et al.
2011; Cohen et al. 2013) or the mother (e.g. mothers showing severe
psychopathology) (Hammal et al. 2015; Leclère et al., 2014).

From the many physiological and behavioral changes triggered by a
stressful experience, it is still difficult to understand those that parti-
cipate to internal experience of stress from those that contributes to its
communicative dimension (Aigrain et al. 2016). Given the multimodal
characteristics of short-term response to social stress, our hypothesis is
that changes in the ANS mainly contribute to the self-perception,
whereas behavioral changes mainly contribute to the hetero-percep-
tion. In this experiment, we propose a novel method to assess multi-
modal changes associated to acute social stress response simultaneously

from both self- and hetero-perspectives.

2. Material and methods

Twenty-five individuals (mean age = 26.3 ± 4.6 years, 64% fe-
male) participated to a socially evaluated mental arithmetic test. The
test was composed of 6 steps of increasing difficulty with a break period
of 5 s between 2 steps. Principals were inspired from a mental ar-
ithmetic task used for the validation of the Mathematical Anxiety
Rating Scale (Ashcraft and Faust, 1994). We asked participants a suc-
cession of computational problems (e.g. addition of time values) of
increasing complexity. The participants were told that the aim of the
experiment was to assess their cognitive performance, and that both
quickness and correctness of answers were taken into account to com-
pute the score. A false score bar was projected on the screen showing
that the subject's performance was below average. Once the test was
finished, we revealed that triggering stress was the real purpose of the
experiment.

All participants were recruited among medical students of the
Université Pierre et Marie Curie in Paris, after oral and written informed
consent. Because of acquisition problems, we dismissed data of 4 par-
ticipants. The experimental setup and the feature acquisition are de-
scribed in Fig. 2. The experimental room had a screen to show the task,
a Kinect sensor to record video data from the whole body, and an HD
camera to record the video of facial movements. Physiological sensors
(Nexus-10) were used to record Heart Rate, Respiratory Rate, Skin
Conductance and Temperature.

Self-assessment of stress was conducted immediately after the task.
The subjects answered a Likert-scaled (1–5) question about how
stressed they felt during each step. They had the possibility to watch
their own videos before providing their answers to limit memory bias
such as fading affect bias or misattribution of memory. Indeed, both
anxiety (threat-of-shock or ego-threat) and mathematical task reliably
affect working memory performance. They cause deficits in attentional
control and impair the ability to inhibit irrelevant information or
maintain the relevant one (Moran 2016). Then, in order to obtain
binary labels, we use a threshold on the stress level: Non-Stress = {1,
2} and Stress = {3, 4, 5}. The threshold was based on previous analysis
(see Aigrain et al. 2016).

Hetero-assessment was assessed using the crowdsourcing platform
CrowdFlower (www.crowdflower.com). We uploaded and presented the
videos of the participants during the experiment to adults' annotators
from various countries, only telling them that the videotaped subjects

Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of the cascades following adaptation to stress and how behavioral and physiological changes may participate to both self-perception (left side) and hetero-
perception (right side) of stress.
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were taking a cognitive test. Three questions were asked online after
each video: Do you think this person is stressed? (Answers: not stressed/
stressed); How stressed is the person in this video? (Answers: Likert scale
1–5); How confident are you on your ratings? (Answers: Likert scale 1–5).
10 annotations per subject were done. We used 3 mechanisms to ensure
the annotation quality: (1) highest ranked category annotators; (2)
minimum time setting to rate the videos; (3) test question for cred-
ibility. 248 people annotated an average of 6.45 ± 5.22 videos. After
removing untrustworthy annotators using answers to Test Questions,
we used the Honeypot method (Nguyen et al., 2013) to assign a single
label to each video,’ (if more than half of the remaining annotations
were Stress answers, we assigned the Stress label, otherwise we as-
signed the Non-Stress label). Finally, we extracted the answers as data
for further analysis.

From the recordings, we extracted automatically 39 behavioral and
62 physiological features presented in Table 1. (i) From the high defi-
nition video recording of the face, we extracted 12 Action Units (AU)
using Nicolle et al. (2015) methods. (e.g. AU1 = inner brow raiser;
AU6 = cheek raiser; AU25 = lips part). AUs are part of the Facial Ac-
tion Coding System (Ekman and Friesen, 1978; Hamm et al. 2011), one
of the standards for systematic categorization of facial expressions. (ii)
From the RGB video recordings, we extracted 7 Quantity of Movement
features (QoM) (the number of pixels that changed between two suc-
cessive frames) and the sum of the displacements of the skeleton joints
for the whole body as well as head and hands. For these features,
normalization was computed according to the size of the participants
and the distance from the camera during the experiment (Aigrain et al.
2016). (iii) From RGB video recording, we monitored 8 features from
automatic detection of periods of high body activity, posture changes
and face self-touching using a method detailed in Aigrain et al. 2015.
(iv) From the physiological recordings, we extracted cardiac functions
(blood volume pulse, heart rate and heart rate variability), respiratory
system parameters (chest and abdominal respiration), electrodermal

activity, skin temperature and electromyographic activity of the ster-
nocleidomastoid and upper trapezius (Sharma and Gedeon 2012). We
used as features the mean, the variance, the minimum and the max-
imum values of the recorded or extracted signals as it has been done in
previous studies implying human-computer interaction to recognize
emotions from physiological signals (Lisetti and Nasoz 2004).

To explore how behavioral and physiological features participated
to either self- or hetero-perception of stress, we used machine-learning
methods to select the best classification feature set for each perception.
The different steps are detailed in Fig. 3. First, we used the BoxeCox
transformation, to normalize the feature distributions (Sakia 1992).
Second, we performed feature subset selection in order to avoid over-
fitting and better understand the predictive power of each feature. We
tested 3 different methods (details are given in Aigrain et al. 2016): (i)
Forward selection wrapper (FSW): Wrappers evaluate a subset of fea-
tures by using the same machine learning algorithm as in the final
application (Kohavi and John 1997). In our case, we use a support
machine vector (SVM) with a linear kernel function. Since training
SVMs is computationally expensive, exploring the space of feature
subsets is usually done using greedy methods (Guyon and Elisseeff
2003). With forward selection, starting from using only the feature with
the best accuracy, we iteratively add the best feature among the re-
maining ones. Once all features have been added, we keep the subset
that gives the best classification performances. (ii) Backward elimina-
tion wrapper (BEW): This method also uses a SVM to evaluate subsets.
Starting from the complete set of features, we iteratively remove the
worst feature of the remaining set. Once all features have been re-
moved, we keep the subset that gives the best classification perfor-
mances. (iii) Simulated annealing with Hall correlation (SAHC): For this
method, we use the simulated annealing met a heuristic (Kirkpatrick
et al. 1983) to explore the space of feature subsets. Because of the
computational cost of this space search strategy, we use the Hall cor-
relation to evaluate feature subsets. We then get a good approximation

Fig. 2. Experimental setup and feature acquisition.
Experimental set up (up-middle) and arithmetic task (up-left); feature acquisition: physiological variables (up-right), 2D, 3D and skeleton recording (down-middle), action units (down-
left) and behavioral extraction (e.g. self-touching, down-right).
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of the subset that both maximizes the correlation between features and
labels and minimizes the inter-feature correlation.

Finally, we used SVMs with linear kernel function to process a
classification task (Stress or Non-Stress) and to evaluate the predictive
value of our framework for each configuration of perception (self vs.
hetero perception). In a previous technical paper, we showed that SVM
with linear kernel function performed better than SVM with either
polynomial or radial basis functions (Aigrain et al. 2016). We used a 10-
fold subject independent cross validation strategy to compute the re-
sults: steps from 2 or 3 people were used as the testing set. The steps of

the remaining people are used as the training set. This cross validation
was also used with the training set to determine the SVM and kernel
function parameters.

We chose the F1 score for both Stress and Non-Stress classes as the
performance metric, since our dataset is unbalanced for self-perception
and for hetero-perception. We used the Student's t-test to compare two
F1 score values. He we present: F1 scores that display the results ob-
tained by each feature when used alone for each assessment set; and F1
scores that display the results of the best subsets of features for each
assessment. The baseline F1 score (chance level) shown in Fig. 4 was

Table 1
List of the behavioral and physiological features extracted during the stress experiment.

Main domains Features References

Behavioral features
Face action unit

(mean, SD)
AU1: Inner Brow Raiser; AU2: Outer Brow Raiser; AU4: Brow Lowerer; AU5: Upper Lid Raiser; AU6:
Cheek Raiser; AU9: Nose Wrinkler; AU12: Lip Corner Puller; AU15: Lip Corner Depressor; AU17: Chin
Raiser; AU20: Lip Stretcher; AU25: Lips Part; AU26: Jaw Drop

Nicolle et al. 2015

Quantity of movement
(mean)

QoM computed with the skeleton; QoM computed with the RGB frames; QoM for the left hand; QoM for
the right hand; QoM for both hands; QoM for the head; QoM for the head only along Z-axis

Aigrain et al. 2016

Specific body features Number of periods of high activity; Mean duration of periods of high activity; Mean highest value of
periods of high activity; Number of posture changes; Number of times face touching with one hand
occurred; Mean duration of face touching with one hand; Number of times face touching with two hands
occurred; Mean duration of face touching with two hands

Aigrain et al. 2015

Physiological features
Blood volume pulse (mean, var., min, max) Blood volume pulse; Blood volume pulse amplitude Barreto et al., 2007
Electromyographic activity (mean, var.,

min, max)
Electromyographic activity of the sternocleidomastoid and upper trapezius - channel 1;
Electromyographic activity of the sternocleidomastoid and upper trapezius - channel 2;
Electromyographic activity of the sternocleidomastoid and upper trapezius Mean Frequency;
Electromyographic activity of the sternocleidomastoid and upper trapezius Amplitude

Wijsman et al. 2011

Skin (mean, var., min, max) Electrodermal activity; Temperature Sharma and Gedeon
2012

Heart rate (mean, var., min, max) Heart Rate; Heart Rate Variability Amplitude; Heart Rate Variability Low Frequency zone; Heart Rate
Variability square root of the mean squared difference between adjacent NeN interval*; Heart Rate
Variability Standard Deviation of Normal to Normal intervals*

Sharma and Gedeon
2012

Respiration (mean, var., min, max) Chest and abdominal Respiration; Chest and abdominal Respiration Amplitude; Chest and abdominal
Respiration Rate

Healey and Picard
2005

Heart rate and respiration (mean, var., min,
max)

Level of coherence between the Respiration and the Heart Rate Sharma and Gedeon
2012

QoM: Quantity of movement; AU: Action unit; var.: variance; min: minimum; max: maximum.*one metric only.

Fig. 3. Diagram flow of the different steps to select best classification feature sets.
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obtained by a random classifier.

3. Results

We first examined how the participants' videos were perceived in
self vs. hetero assessments. There was a significant difference with a
higher rate of stress-rated videos in the self-perception assessment
(stress = 74.6% and non-stress = 25.4% in self-perception vs.
stress = 60.3% and non-stress = 39.7% in hetero-perception,
p < 0.05). To explore the relationship between self-perception and
hetero-perception, we calculated Cohen's Kappa based on binary labels
and correlation coefficient based on non-binary values. We found a
significant moderate association (κ= 0.38 and ρ = 0.41, p < 0.05)
indicating that the two phenomena are correlated but not similar.
Combining the two results means that individuals rating themselves
tended to experience stress earlier during the socially evaluated mental
arithmetic test than what was perceived by an external observer.

Second, we explored behavioral and physiological features that
were associated with either self-perceived or hetero-perceived stress.
Fig. 4 shows the SVM classification results obtained by the best selected
feature subsets for each assessment. Features were selected from either
(i) the whole set of features (brown), (ii) only behavioral ones (orange)
or (iii) only physiological ones (green). Regarding self-perception
(Fig. 4, left), we found that the combination of physiological and be-
havioral features outperformed the results obtained when using only
one modality. Since the participants of the experiment watched their
own videos before annotating them, their answers were the result of
both their personal experiences and their behavior analysis. Regarding
hetero-perception (Fig. 4, right), we found that both modalities achieve
good F1 scores: 0.85 (± 0.020) for behavioral features and 0.8
(± 0.021) for physiological ones. It is not surprising that behavioral
features significantly outperform physiological ones (p < 0.0001)
since annotators based their judgment by watching the behavior of
another person in each video.

Third, we looked for common and specific physiological and beha-
vioral features found in the best selected feature subsets. These are
listed in Table 2 for self-perception (left) and hetero-perception (right).
For self-perception, the best subset is composed of 32 features: 21
physiological ones and 11 behavioral ones. For hetero-perception, the
best subset is composed of 24 features: 9 physiological ones and 15
behavioral ones. Looking at common features that contributed to both
classifications, we found 5 behavioral features (3 AU related to smile
and brow lowerer: Inner and Out Brow Raisers, Lip Stretcher and Lip
Corner Depressor, Chin Raiser, and Jaw Drop; 2 related to QoM) and 6
physiological ones (3 related to respiration, 1 to electrodermal activity,

1 to Blood Volume Pulse, and 1 to EMG). Regarding specific features,
we found a significant opposite distribution of behavioral and physio-
logical features between self-perception and hetero-perception. There
were 5 behavioral features (1 related to Periods of High Activity of the
whole body; 2 AU related to facial movements: Chin and Cheek Raisers
– SD; 2 related to Face Touching with one or both hands – count) and 16
physiological ones (4 related to EMG activity of the sternocleidomas-
toid & upper trapezius; 1 to maximal Heart Rate; 1 related to Heart Rate
Variability Amplitude; 4 related to Blood Volume Pulse; 5 to Chest and
abdominal Respiration; 1 related to Temperature) for the self-percep-
tion best subset (Chi2 = 7.81, df = 1, p = 0.005), as opposed to 10
behavioral features (1 related to Head Movements; 1 related to Posture
Change Count; 7 AU related to facial movements: Inner and Outer Brow
Raisers, Chin Raiser – mean, Lip Stretcher, Jaw Drop; 1 related to Face
Touching with one Hand Duration) and 3 physiological ones for the
hetero-perception (1 related to Blood Volume Pulse –mean; 2 related to
Levels of coherence between the Respiration and the Heart Rate) best
subset (Chi2 = 6.79, df = 1, p = 0.009).

4. Discussion

We present a new and original method to capture multimodal as-
sessment of social stress. The current experiment is based on (1) the
multimodal expression of stress reactivity, and (2) the evolutionary
perspective that confers to stress reactivity both a survival and a
communicative function. The results support this view by showing that
self-perception and hetero-perception are indeed both close and dif-
ferent phenomena. We found that self-perception was correlated with
hetero-perception but qualitatively differed from it. Also, assessing
stress with machine learning methods through multimodality gave ex-
cellent classification results for both self-perception and hetero-per-
ception.

In the best selected feature subsets, we found some common beha-
vioral and physiological features participating to classification of both
self-perception and hetero-perception. However, we also found many
specific features with an opposite distribution of behavioral and phy-
siological features between self-perception (more physiological fea-
tures) and hetero-perception (more behavioral features). In this ex-
periment, the physiological features specific for self-perception of stress
include several metrics associated to Blood Volume Pulse (Barreto et al.,
2007), Heart Rate Variability (Aigrain et al. 2016; Acerbi et al. 2017),
Chest and Abdominal Respiration (Healey and Picard 2005; Plarre et al.
2011) and EMG activity (Healey and Picard 2005; Wijsman et al. 2011).
The ranking of features for measuring self-perceived stress is coherent
with the current state of art: the best scores are obtained from signals

Fig. 4. Prediction performances of each SVM classification
for self-perception and hetero-perception.
The baseline average F1 score obtained by a random clas-
sifier for self-perception is 0.404 (± 0.079). The baseline
average F1 score obtained by a random classifier for hetero-
perception is 0.41 (± 0.083). The chance levels are in-
dicated by the grey lines on the figure.
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linked with the cardiac activity and the less accurate ones with EMG
(Sharma and Gedeon 2012; Acerbi et al. 2017). The behavioral features
specific for hetero-perception of stress include several metrics asso-
ciated to facial AUs (related to mouth and eyebrow movement) that are
mainly associated to negative emotions such as sadness and disgust
(Ekman et al. 1980). They have been previously associated with high-
and low- stressor performance (Dinges et al. 2005). Behavioral features
also include head movement, face touching, and posture change
(Harrigan 1985; Giannakakis et al. 2017).

Since the current method may help disentangling self-perceived
reaction to stress and hetero-perceived reaction to stress by offering
differential multimodal metrics, we speculate that patients with stress
and emotional dysregulation could be investigated with behavioral
imaging. In patients suffering from borderline personality disorder with
hyperarousal to stressors (fast behavioral response to soft social stimuli)
(Links et al., 2017) and poor insight (including poor self-perception of
their own emotional internal state) (Zanarini and Frankenburg 2007;
Damman et al. 2011; Spodenkiewicz et al. 2013), we hypothesize a
dissociation between objective automatic measures of stress (hetero-
perceived stress) and subjective (self-perceived) stress.

The results should be discussed within the context of the study
strengths and limitations. The strengths include (i) the multi-perspec-
tive and multimodal approach of the stress phenomenon with a careful

selection of potential predictive features (Aigrain et al. 2016); (ii) the
introduction of new behavioral features for stress detection such as
face-touching, (iii) the high number of extracted features and (iv) the
high classification scores that allow us to interpret the predictive power
of some features. The limitations include (i) the experimental stimulus
that elicits stress in a specific context that also includes cognitive load
to social stress; (ii) the sample size that limited statistical power. Thus,
for statistical reasons we considered stress as a discrete variable. Fur-
ther studies based on more participants will have to address the issue
with stress analyzed as a continuous parameter. (iv) Finally, even if we
adopted a multimodal perspective and monitored 101 features, we did
not address important behavioral features of stress convey through
speech (Zhou et al. 2001), or physiological ones convey through hor-
monal pathways (Gordis et al. 2006; Nater et al. 2005; Takai et al.
2004). Also, future studies should compare differences between genders
considering previous studies (Wang et al. 2007, Streit et al., 2017).

5. Conclusions

Self-perception and hetero-perception of stress are both close but
different phenomena. New methods of automatic assessment of social
stress (self-perceived or hetero-perceived stress) with multimodal
techniques combining behavior imaging and physiological monitoring

Table 2
Behavioral and physiological characteristics of self-perceived and hetero-perceived stress: common and specific features detected through machine learning methods.

F1 Self-perception Hetero-perception F1

Common features
Behavioral features 0.62 Quantity of Movement 0.73

0.60 Right Hand Movement 0.67
0.52 Face AU 6 (Cheek Raiser): mean 0.61
0.48 Face AU 12 (Lip Corner Puller): SD 0.62
0.43 Face AU 4 (Brow Lowerer): mean 0.46

Physiological features 0.56 Level of coherence between the Respiration and the Heart Rate: max 0.56
0.51 Blood Volume Pulse Amplitude: max 0.69
0.51 Chest and Abdominal Respiration Rate: maxi 0.53
0.50 Chest and Abdominal Respiration: var 0.64
0.50 Galvanic Skin Response: var 0.48
0.43 EMG activity of the sternocleidomastoid & upper trapezius channel 1: min 0.49
Specific features

Behavioral features 0.62 Mean (highest value) of Periods of High Activity Head Movement 0.78
0.57 Face AU 6 (Cheek Raiser): SD Posture Change Count 0.60
0.51 Face Touching with one Hand Count Face AU 17 (Chin Raiser): mean 0.60
0.50 Face AU 17 (Chin Raiser): SD Face AU 20 (Lip Stretcher): SD 0.59
0.34 Face Touching with two Hands Count Face AU 1 (Inner Brow Raiser): SD 0.58

Face Touching with one Hand Duration 0.57
Face AU 26 (Jaw Drop): SD 0.55
Face AU 15 (Lip Corner Depressor): mean 0.53
Face AU 2 (Outer Brow Raiser): mean 0.52
Face AU 2 (Outer Brow Raiser): SD 0.52

Physiological features 0.56 EMG activity of the sternocleidomastoid & upper trapezius channel 2: var Blood Volume Pulse: mean 0.67
0.55 Heart Rate: max Level of coherence between the Respiration and the Heart

Rate: mean
0.56

0.55 Heart Rate Variability Amplitude: var Level of coherence between the Respiration and the Heart
Rate: min

0.51

0.54 Blood Volume Pulse: min
0.52 Chest & abdominal Respiration Rate: min
0.51 Blood Volume Pulse Amplitude: var
0.50 Temperature: min
0.49 EMG activity of the sternocleidomastoid & upper trapezius channel 2: mean
0.49 Chest & abdominal Respiration Amplitude: var
0.48 EMG activity of the sternocleidomastoid & upper trapezius Mean

Frequency: var
0.47 Chest & abdominal Respiration Amplitude: max
0.44 Blood Volume Pulse Amplitude: min
0.44 Chest & abdominal Respiration Rate: mean
0.42 Chest & abdominal Respiration Amplitude: min
0.41 Blood Volume Pulse: max
0.35 EMG activity of the sternocleidomastoid & upper trapezius Mean

Frequency: max

SD: standard deviation; min: minimum; max: maximum; var.: variance; AU: Action Unit; EMG: electromyographic.
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may give excellent classification results. In the best selected feature
subsets found in this experiment, we had some common behavioral and
physiological features participating to classification of both self-per-
ception and hetero-perception. However, we also found specific fea-
tures with an opposite distribution of behavioral and physiological
features between self-perception (mainly physiological features) and
hetero-perception (mainly behavioral features). It is likely that, during
the process of evolution, response to stress has selected from a common
set of behavioral and physiological features some to support internal
perception and others to support inter-individual communication.
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